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Abstract—In the paper we investigate the problem when 
the aim of control is the modification of the system limit 
set (chaotic attractor) into the stable invariant set. This 
problem is on a joint of chaos control and bifurcation 
control methods, and the complete understanding of 
stabilization peculiarities requires the development of 
means of multiparametrical analysis. Hence the dynamic 
correction technique of parametric space of chaotic 
systems is offered. Thus the demand of small parametric 
changes naturally allows formulating the problem of 
optimal correction. Based on Pontryagin’s maximum 
principle the corrective functions and necessary 
conditions of achievement of the invariant stable set are 
found. The efficiency of correction for chaos suppression 
is demonstrated on Lorenz system.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Chaos control is an intensively developing field of 
investigation that has showed its utility in a number of 
applications [1-2]. One of the ways of increasing the 
efficiency of chaos control techniques is involving the 
devices of optimal control theory [3]. In this direction some 
well-known control techniques were modified and new ones 
were offered. 

The optimal chaos control is understood as the transition 
of a system from a given initial state )( 0tx  to the terminal 

one )(* tx  either with the least inputs of energy at the 
system perturbation (energy-optimal control [4]), or in 
minimal time (time-optimal control [5]). Combined cost 
functions [6] can also be applied. A number of works in this 
field is devoted to the direct application of variational 
principles and their generalization in form of Pontryagin 
Maximum Principle [7] for the problem of chaotic 
dynamics. In [8] this apparatus was used to find 
unconstrained energy-optimal control function that provides 
the transition between co-existing in the phase space chaotic 
attractor and stable limit cycle. Without an additional 
performance functional in [9] for additive and scalar control 
subject to inequality constraints closed-loop system on the 
basis of maximum principle Bang-Bang control is achieved 
and an ingenious algorithm of stabilization of Lorenz system 
is presented. The possibility of stabilization of the 
periodically driven oscillator via optimal correction of 
system parameters based on chaos control techniques that 
use perturbations of an accessible system parameter [10] is 
demonstrated in [11]. 

In this paper we offer and prove the solution technique of 
the problem frequently appearing in applications, when the 
modification of the system’s limit set (chaotic attractor) is 
the aim of the control. This very class of aims of the control 
is found in the works on chaos control [12] and bifurcations 
[13]. Its difference from the problems of classical control 
theory is that the quantitative characteristics of terminal 
state are not given beforehand. In the absence of information 
can be postulated only the desirable type of the limit set 
(that must be stable). In this very case for the situation of 
system parametric perturbation the term “corrective 
influence” is the most suitable one. Under the correction 
parameters of the system cease to be fixed and turn into new 
variables. Consequently qualitative changes of the mode of 
operation of the corrected nonlinear dynamic system will 
significantly depend on the bifurcation parameters values 
captured in the course of correction. 

The typical way of investigation of dynamic system 
bifurcations providing strict analytical results is the study of 
differential equations depending on a single parameter. On 
this ground the methods based on the control bifurcation 
phenomenon were developed [14]. However the full picture 
of appearance (disappearance) of chaotic dynamics is 
possible only via multiparametric analysis. Having focused 
on evolution of the given unstable limit set, dynamic 
correction of the space of system parameters is one of the 
ways of progress in this direction. Thus the demand of small 
parametric changes naturally leads us to strengthening the 
correction problem via the demand of optimal modification 
of the system’s limit set. In studies of the given class of 
issues special attention is paid to invariant properties and 
conditions of stability of corrected systems. 

 
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND ITS SOLVABILITY 

 
Consider a nonlinear dynamic system in the following 

form 
),( pxfx =& ,   (1) 

where nRx∈  is the state vector, mRp∈  )( nm ≤  is a 
vector of parameters, depending on the parameter values the 
system can exist either in chaotic or in regular mode. Let 
under the given values of parameters p  and initial state 

})0{()0( 000 ABxMxx ∈≠=∈=  
the system (1) have chaotic attractor pA  as a limit set ( AB  

denotes the basin of attractor n
pA RAB ⊆)(  and attractor 

pA  restricted i.e. Dtx <||)(|| , 0>D ). Let also chaotic 



attractor of the system (1) include one or several unstable 
equilibrium states ex  such that 0),( == pxfx ee& , which 
taken altogether define the set }0),(:{ =∈= pxfBxE A . 

The essence of the main problem is the following. How 
can we provide the stability of the system (1) via minimal 
correction of its parameters? There are two ways of solution 
for this problem. The first one presupposes the formulation 
of the optimization problem for fixed measuring the 
parameters jjj hpp δ+=~ , consth j =δ  and after the 
system (1) is linearized, may by investigated via well-known 
Hurwitz criterion [15]. In the paper we study the second way 
of solution when corrective perturbations have dynamic 
character. 

Let us transform the system (1) to the form 
),( *pxfx =& ,  (2) 

where accessible parameters jp  are corrected according to 
the rule 

))(1()(* thptp jjj += , rj ,1= , mr ≤ . (3) 

As the natural demand min|||| * →− pp  is equivalent to 
min|||| →h  the dynamic correction problem is reduced to 

finding the vector-function ))(),...,(()( 1 ththth r=  with the 
constraint set 

{ }*],,0[,||)(|||],0[)( TTTtathTChU >>∈≤∈⋅= , 
( ],0[ TC  is the class of continuous constrained functions 
defined at the time interval ],0[ T , T  – a final, but not fixed 
moment of time definable from the duration of transient 
process *T  ), which for 00 Mx ∈  with the condition of 
minimum energy expenses 

Uh

T

dtth
∈

→∫ min||)(||
2
1

0

2   (4) 

provides the stability of the system (2). As the trajectories of 
an uncorrected system (1) are globally bounded and locally 
unstable, the demand of stability is considered as providing 
optimal dynamic modification of an unstable limit set 
(chaotic attractor) to a stable one. Finally, correctable 
parameters define the structure of the system, so that the 
result of stabilization will depend on inherent properties of a 
correctable system. 

Note that the choice of the function )(th , ],0[ Tt ∈ , is 
simultaneously constrained by the restriction ath ≤||)(||  and 
the demand (4). The first considers obeying the demand of 
small perturbation on system parameters and presupposes 
the choice of the minimal quantity mina . The second shows 
natural want to carry out the dynamic modification of 
chaotic attractor into the stable set with minimal energy 
costs on correction.   
Аfter the correction of the system (2) on rule (3) we get a 

system linear at h . Therefore the system (2) can be 
rewritten in the form 

hpxgpxfx ),(),( +=& ,  (5) 

where the corrective part hpxg ),(  is the n -dimensional 
vector-function, its r  component looks like jjj hpxg ),(  
and rn −  are equal to zero. 

The requirement for providing stability for the system (5) 
leads us to the target set 

}0),(),(:),{( =+= hpxgpxfhxM E . 
Note that the structure of the set EM E ⊇  depends on the 

number and place of unperturbed system equilibrium points 
ex . 
Definition 1. Optimal modification of the limit set PA  into 

the set EM  ( EP MA a ) is a process ))(),(( thtx , 
],0[ Tt∈ , such that for all the initial states 00 Mx ∈  in case 

the condition (4) is met, it provides the achievement in some 
final time *T  (moment of stabilization) the set EM  and 

remaining of the corrected trajectory for all *Tt ≥  in it. 
As result, for the controlled object (5) our problem is 

reduced to Lagrange optimization problem: it is necessary to 
find an admissible function )(th , ],0[ Tt∈ , that transfers at 
the interval ],0[ T  the corrected system (5) with initial state 

00 Mx ∈  into the set EM  providing demand (4) and the 

fulfillment of the condition EP MA a  (see. Def. 1). 
Solution conditions of the above problem can be obtained 
with Bellman Dynamic Programming method (for the 
details see [3]). 

Theorem 1. Let chaotic attractor pA  be the limit set for 
the system (1). Then for the corrected system (5) 
corresponding to the system (1) there exists the process 

))(),(( thtx , ],0[ Tt∈ , that provides EP MA a . 
Proof. On the basis of Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) 

equation 
0)||||5.0)),(),()(((min 2 =++

∈
hhpxgpxfxVxUh

 

(hereafter xf  denotes the partial derivative of the function 
f  at x ) we see that along the optimal trajectory there is 

0||||5.0)),(),()(()( 2<−=+= hhpxgpxfxVxV x
& . (6) 

Moreover Bellman function, being the solution of HJB 
equation, is defined as 

0||)(||min5.0)(
0

2
0 >= ∫∈

T

Uh
dtthxV . (7) 

The execution of inequalities (6) and (7) for the pair 
))(),(( thtx  is automatically follows from the peculiarities of 

target function in (4), which is quadratic and positive 
definite. Hence, Bellman function )(xV  is positive and its 
total derivative is negative definite (6). It means that 
Bellman function is at the same time optimal Lyapunov 
function and there exists a process ))(),(( thtx  such that 

Eet
MExtx ⊆∈=

+∞→
)(lim , that is the set EM  is accessible. 



Thus there exists such terminate moment of time *T  that for 
all *Tt ≥  we have EMtx ∈)( . This completes the proof. 
 
III. PONTRYAGIN MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE AND THE SEARCH OF 

THE STABLE INVARIANT SET 
 

In the previous part the correction problem was 
formulated and it was shown that the process ))(),(( thtx , 
wherein the equilibrium set EM  is accessible, exists. Now 
we will show that Pontryagin Maximum Principle [7] allows 
to move further and to get necessary conditions of the limit 
set modification. Based on the link ))(()( txVt x−=ψ  let us 
make Hamilton-Pontryagin function for the system (5) 

2||||5.0)),(),((),,( hhpxgpxfhxH T −+=ψψ . 

To make vector-function Uth ∈)(*  and the corresponding 

trajectory )(* tx  with boundary conditions 0)0( Mx ∈∗ , 

EMTx ∈∗ )(  optimal in the sense of Lagrange task (4), 
there should exist such a non-zero vector-function 

nRt ∈)(ψ  satisfying the system ),,()( ** ψψ hxHt x−=&  that 

function ))(),(()( ** ttxhth ψ=  satisfies the maximum 
condition 

0))(,),((max))(),(),(( *** ≡=
∈

thtxHtthtxH
Uh

ψψ  (8) 

and in the points )0(*x  and )(* Tx  the conditions of 

transversality ))0(()0( *xΩ⊥ψ  and ))(()( * TxT Ω⊥ψ  are 

performed, where ))0(( *xΩ  and ))(( * TxΩ  – are tangent 
manifolds to the sets 0M  and EM  in the points 

0
* )0( Mx ∈  and EMTx ∈)(*  respectively. 
Optimal corrective function that can be defined from (8) 

looks like the function of saturation: 
),(

~
0),,( pxghhxH T

h ψψ =⇒= , 







∉⋅
∈

=
,)(

~
)),(

~
(

,)(
~

),(
~

)(*

Uthifthsigna
Uthifthth  (9) 

Having defined (9), as a result we get the system 





Ω⊥−=

==

)),0(()0(),),,(,(

,)0(),),,(,( 0

xxhxH

xxxhxHx

x ψψψψ

ψψψ

&

&
 (10) 

the integration of which in view of (9) gives the optimal pair 
)(* tx , ))(),(()( ** ttxhth ψ= . Note that condition 

))0(()0( xΩ⊥ψ  can easily be performed via corresponding 

choice of point 0)0( Mx ∈ , and condition ))(()( TxT ∗Ω⊥ψ  
on the set EM  is performed automatically according to the 
Theorem 1. 

Theorem 2. Let the function )(* th  for the system (5) be 
obtained from the conditions (8)-(10). Then there exist a 
number )1,0(min ∈a  and final time ],0[* TT ∈  so that the 

corrective function (9) and trajectory )(* tx  corresponding 

to it create the process ))(),(( ** thtx , that provides 

EP MA a , so that for the system (5) the set EM  is a 
stable invariant one. 

Proof. First of all note, that the peculiarity of a system like 
(10) is that it can not be stable on the variables x  and ψ  at 
a time. For instance, if the system is stable on x  it will 
necessarily be unstable on ψ . In our case before the 
correction of parameters of the system (1) its trajectories are 
locally unstable and globally bounded ( Dx <|||| ). Having 
achieved some bounded area – chaotic attractor – they 
stayed in it at ∞→t . Thus the phase space expansion of (5) 
by introducing conjugate phase variables leaves the 
condition Dtx <||)(||  in force and leads to the unbounded 
increase of the norm ||)(|| tψ  at the interval ],0[ T . 

Without restrictions the function ),(
~

pxgh Tψ=  in view 
of unstable trajectory )(tψ  is growing speedily so that it is 
difficult to realize any of solution techniques of (10). 
However, because of (9) corrective function )(th ∗  is 

bounded, that is ath ≤||)(|| *  and at 0≥t  satisfies Theorem 
1. 

In the investigation of invariant features of the set EM  
equation (8) plays an important role: 

0||||5.0)),(),(( 2**** =−+ hhpxgpxfTψ . 
As 0)( ≠tψ  then at 0>t  with regard to the increase of the 
norm ||)(|| tψ  at Tt →  we get 

0
||||2

||),(),(||
2

*** →≤+
ψ

ahpxgpxf . 

Based on it and theorem 1 there exist numbers )1,0(min ∈a  
and 0>ε , as well as the moment of stabilization 

),0[)(* TT ∈ε  so that at min
* |||| ah ≤  and )(* εTt ≥  the 

inequality ε<+ ||),(),(|| *** hpxgpxf  is fulfilled. Hence 

for all 00 Mx ∈ , )(* εTt ≥  

0||),(||inf ** →−
∈

zhx
EMz

, 

that is )())(),(( **
EMOthtx ε∈ , where )( EMOε  – is ε -

vicinity of the set EM . It means that the correction of 
parameters leads to the modification of chaotic attractor into 
the stable invariant set EM . This completes the proof. 
 

IV. OPTIMAL CORRECTION OF PARAMETERS OF LORENZ 
SYSTEM 

 
Consider the correction procedure applied to Lorenz 

system [16]: 

.
,

),(

3213

23112

121

xbxxx
xxxxrx

xxx

−=
−−=

−=

&

&

& σ
 



With vector of parameters under correction 
)3/8,28,10(),,( == brp σ , all the trajectories with initial 

state ABx ∈0  are attracted to the bounded set PA  known as 
Lorenz attractor. The target set EM  defines three equilibria: 

T]0,0,0[  and Trrbrb ]1,)1(,)1([ −−±−± . For the given 
values of components of vector p  they are unstable. 

Using (5),(8)-(10) we get the system 
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where the components of the corrective function 
),,( 321 hhhh =  look like 
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)(
~

1211 xxh −= ψσ , 122
~

xrh ψ= , 333
~

xbh ψ−= . 
The simulation was carried out with initial states 

Txxxx )1,1,1( 0302010 ==== ,  
Txxxxxx ),,( 0201020303020 +−−=ψ . (11) 

Fig. 1,2 show the results for two variants of correction 
),,( 321 hhhh =  (fig.1) and )0,,0( 2hh =  (fig.2), obtained 

for Tx )1,1,1(0 =  and 15.0=a . The end of transient process 

),( hx , ],0[ *Tt ∈ , that provides the modification 

EP MA a  at minimum expenses of energy is the choice 
(by the system (5)) of one of two non-zero positions of 
equilibrium and attraction of the system trajectory in its 
vicinity. 

In a numerical experiment the time T  was chosen a 
fortiori more than the time of transient process of 
stabilization. Changes of the boundary size )1,0(∈a  
showed that with its extension the stabilization comes 
sooner. The dynamic of corrective functions changes-over in 
fig. 1,2(b) demonstrate that the system stabilizes in the 
interval ],0[ *T , after which the dynamic of corrective 
functions either acquires a regular character ( 1h  in fig.1(b)), 
or saturates itself at the edge of the boundary ( 32 , hh  in 
fig.1,2(b)). 

The comparison of fig. 1(b) and 2(b) shows that the 
character of corrective perturbation on parameter r  is 
preserved. The correction function saturation observable on 
the lower edge of the boundary displays bifurcational 
features of the system, arising at the change of the given 
parameter. Via linearization of the system in the vicinity of 
the stabilized position of equilibrium it is easy to make sure 
[14] that the obtained value of the boundary lies in the  

 
Fig. 1. Correction of Lorenz system on all parameters: 

(a) time responses; (b) corrective functions. 

 
Fig. 2. Correction of Lorenz system on parameter r : 

(a) time responses; (b) corrective functions. 



admissible region of stability, available from Hurwitz 
criterion. 

As it follows from theorem 2, the set EM  is invariant. 
Thus the condition of transversality )( 00 xΩ⊥ψ  can be 
investigated from two points of view. On the one hand it 
allows making the optimal choice of initial condition for the 
pair ),( 00 ψx . This possibility was exploited above. 

On the other hand it may be required to keep the 
orthogonality of the vectors x  and ψ  through the 
correction process. Then according to (11) we have 

212332321 ,, xxxxxx +=−=−= ψψψ . (12) 
Note that the link (11),(12) is a variant of the general 

condition 0
3

1

=∑
=i

iixψ . From (12) we have corrective 

functions  
)(

~
12321 xxxxh −−= σ , 312

~
xrxh −= , )1(

~
1323 xxbxh +−= . 

 

 
Fig. 3. Correction of Lorenz system on all parameters 

fulfilling the condition of transversality along the trajectory: 
(a) time responses; (b) corrective functions. 

 
In this case the realization of correction algorithm is 

essentially simplified, as it is enough to integrate the 
corrected system’s own equations in the view of (9) without 

involving the conjugate system. The results for Tx )1,1,1(0 =  
and 4.0=a  are shown in fig. 3. As can be seen, in this case 
the result of correction is the limit cycle, localized in the 
vicinity of one of the equilibrium positions (fig. 3(a)) and a 
bit different character of the functions jh  (cf. fig. 1(b) and 
fig. 3(b)). 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In the paper theoretical apparatus of chaotic systems 
parametric space optimal correction is presented. It is 
analytically proved and numerically confirmed that 
existence of constrains is the necessary condition of 
achievement of the invariant stable set. Note that not only 
chaotic system own trajectories constraints, but also the 
restrictions put on the corrective functions are essential. 
Several variants of correction are investigated and the 
peculiarities of optimal corrective functions )(thh =  are 
cleared out. There is shown the possibility of synthesis of 
corrective functions ))(( txhh =  based on fulfilling the 
condition transversality along the trajectory. 

Providing optimal modification of the limit set, the 
correction of the system gives information about physical 
properties of the described object as system reaction on the 
total parametric perturbation. Correction technique is 
applicable to the wide family Lorenz-like chaotic systems 
and may be used in case of unspecified steady states. Thus 
the comparison and efficiency rating of perturbation on a 
single parameter is possible. After that, in practical 
applications, when the number of parameters available for 
correction is restricted the perturbation of only one 
parameter becomes more grounded and its results are 
predictable. In general, parametric correction may be 
considered as the link between the methods of chaos control 
and control bifurcation. 
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